Thriving In CHAOS
How did that feel?
How Did YOU React?

Avoid
Blame
Complain
There is no value in Avoid Blame Complain
There is just

1. Acceptance

2. Operating within
Embrace the Chaos.

Thrive in Chaos.
“You are never going to be Chaos-Proof, but you can be Chaos-Ready.”

@ChaosCorinne
What is chaos?
What does chaos feel like?
When does chaos happen?
Chaos happens when your **Reality** is different from your **Expectations**.
How does chaos show up?
Predictable

Unpredictable
There is no value in Avoiding, Blaming, or Complaining.
Prepare
Are you chaos ready?

Do
What do you DO when chaos hits?

Adjust
How do you use chaos to your advantage?

Be
Who are you BEING in chaos?
And then the phone rings...

The Predictable...
01 Prepare

Is your company CHAOS READY?
MIND THE GAP
Clarity of Expectations
Meet Lucy
Long Legs
Biggest Mistake

Not staying focused on the **MISSION** during chaos.

- Focus on self
- Blaming
- Looking Good
- Gossiping
- Being right
02  Do

What do you DO when chaos hits?
Remember the Mission
Alignment vs. Agreement
Go on vacation?
03 Be

Who are you BEING when Chaos hits?
Be Curious
What is your biggest frustration?
“Behind Every Complaint there is a Commitment.”
“If you have a Complaint You have a Project.”
Be Responsible
“Your team is going to show up just like YOU.”
Are you adding to the Chaos or solving the problem?
How do you use chaos to your ADVANTAGE?
04 Adjust

1. Debrief
2. Honest Participation
3. What Went Right?
4. Implement Changes
“Chaos makes you Stronger.”
Text

CHAOS to 4449999
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